in much of contemporary media. While sensational publications such as National
Geographic’s presentation of the “Gospel of Judas” and the Discovery Channel’s
hyped claims about finding the tomb of Jesus and Mary Magdalene command
popular attention, the vast majority of biblical scholarship is supportive of the historical reliability of the gospel tradition. That is the thesis of this book, as Dickson
moves through the various aspects of the gospels’ portrayal of Jesus and shows the
historical grounding of these traditions. This relatively brief study is richly illustrated and its text is in a popular but responsible style. Those who want a painless
review of the historical background of the gospels will find this enjoyable.
James D. G. Dunn, Jesus, Paul, and the Gospels. Grand Rapids MI: Eerdmans
(www.eerdmans.com), 2011. Pages, xx + 201. Paper, $21.00.
This is an exceptionally helpful book. It draws on a series of lectures that Dunn, an
eminent biblical scholar, gave during the “Year of Paul”—lectures on Paul, of course,
but also on the origin and nature of the gospels and on the evolution of early Christianity, a particular interest in Dunn’s prolific scholarship of the past few years. He
puts these various lectures together in this volume: reflecting on the historical reliability of the gospels’ portrayal of Jesus, on the emergence of the four gospels in the
developing traditions of the early church, with special attention to Mark and John,
and on the identity and characteristic theology of Paul. For those who are looking
for a solid, well-balanced, and richly informative consideration of these topics, this
is the book.
Joel B. Green, ed., Methods for Luke (Methods in Biblical Interpretation). New
York: Cambridge University Press (www.cambridge.org), 2010.
Pages, x + 157. Paper, $26.00.
This volume, similar to an earlier one on Matthew, intends to demonstrate the
variety of ways of interpreting the gospels and the “payoff” of each. Joel Green’s
opening essay leads the reader through the variety of methods, their intent and
style. Then four different scholars demonstrate various approaches, concentrating
as illustrations either on Luke 16:19-31 (the story of the Rich Man and Lazarus) or
Luke 20:45–21:4 (Jesus’ warning about the Scribes and the story of the Widow who
gave all her money to the Temple). The following are employed: 1. A historical-
critical approach; 2. A feminist approach; 3. A Narrative approach; and 4. A Latino
perspective. This is a resource that could be a very helpful reference work for
students of the New Testament.
Jonathan Hill, Christianity: How a Tiny Sect from a Despised Religion
Came to Dominate the Roman Empire. Minneapolis: Fortress Press
(www.fortresspress.com), 2011.
This is an attractive historical survey of the first four centuries of the Christian era.
Hill, a British scholar and writer, divides this key period into four segments:
1. The Founding of Christianity; 2. The movement of the early church out into the
Greco-Roman world and the experience of persecutions; 3. The advent of the Constantinian era and the experience of division; and 4. The attempt to articulate Christian dogma. He stresses that his viewpoint is purely historical and while he states
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the various theological and faith dimensions of emergent Christianity with respect
and accuracy, he avoids exploring such issues in depth or from a particular faith
viewpoint. Those who would enjoy a solid and vividly illustrated historical survey
of this period will appreciate this coffee table style study.
Peter Rhea Jones, 1, 2 & 3 John (Smyth & Helwys Bible Commentary).
Macon GA: Smyth & Helwys (www.helwys.com), 2009. Pages, xxiv + 311.
Cloth, $50.00.
This new commentary on the Johannine letters is part of the very attractive and
innovative Smyth & Helwys commentary series. Along with thoughtful and clearly
stated commentary on these New Testament texts, the multimedia commentary
format provides a CD that includes the entire printed commentary along with all of
its abundant illustrations, sidebars, maps, and diagrams as well as leads to further
study resources. Jones, who teaches at Mercer University, interprets 1 & 2 John as
attempts to offset a move away from the incarnational view of Jesus in the communities addressed by the author, a move in the viewpoint of the Johannine author
that was eroding orthodox faith. The very brief 3 John illustrates the sharp contrast
between hospitality and rejection in the characters of two community members.
Jones’s commentary provides plenty of leads to the potential contemporary meaning of these ancient Christian texts.
Robert J. Karris, OFM (tr.), Peter of John Olivi Commentary on the Gospel
of Mark. Saint Bonaventure NY: Franciscan Institute Publications
(www.franciscanpublications.com), 2011. Pages, 96. Paper, $19.95.
Readers who want to savor the style and insights of medieval biblical interpretation
will thoroughly appreciate this translation of the great medieval Franciscan scholar,
Peter of John Olivi. Karris, a noted biblical scholar in his own right, has specialized
in making such materials accessible to a wider audience, providing an introduction
to Olivi’s style of exegesis and a review of the scholar’s various biblical commen
taries. Karris’ annotations help the reader discover the richness of this brief but
insightful reflection on selected passages of Mark’s gospel.
Daniel Keating, First and Second Peter, Jude (Catholic Commentary on Sacred
Scripture). Grand Rapids MI: Baker Academic (www.bakeracademic.com),
2011. Pages, 231. Paper, $19.99.
These biblical books remain in the relatively neglected corner of the New Testament
so it is encouraging to have the Catholic Commentary series include them among
its volumes. This series strives to present solid biblical scholarship in an explicitly
Catholic context, making connections to Catholic life and practice as well as
authoritative Catholic documents such as the Catechism or other Church texts.
Keating, who teaches at Sacred Heart Seminary in Detroit, does these works justice,
particularly the beautiful First Letter of Peter. His commentary traces some of the
issues concerning the origin (he concludes that Petrine authorship is probable) and
purpose of the letter, and offers a clear and pastorally rich interpretation of its
message.
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